
Learn all about how to be an
earth warrior! Jess French,

author of £1 book Protect the
Planet, shares tips on easy

everyday changes so that you
too can can help protect the

planet. Listen to why ‘kindness
is key’ and how you can make
a real difference with simple

solutions!
In this workshop, Sita

Brahmachari describes how
she finds inspiration through
sharing stories with others.

She’ll showcase how you too
can share stories around a
‘creative hearth’ and find

many treasures that will help
you write your own

dreamlike story.

If you were to go on an
exciting and wild adventure,
where would you go? Maybe

your place is made up, or
maybe it’s a real location, like

the rooftops of Paris! Hear
from Katherine Rundell how

taking inspiration from real life
exciting incidents can help

you find adventure hidden in
all sorts of unexpected places.

Derek Landy explains how he
learned to create realistic, three-
dimensional characters, inspired

by his Skulduggery Pleasant
series. From resisting the

temptation to create a character
who we aspire to be, Derek shares

how you can create a truly
believable cast with emotional

depth – and also how to keep a
little piece of yourself in them.

Hear how bestselling, award-
winning authors Malorie

Blackman and Patrice
Lawrence connect to their

characters in different ways.
From identifying and

empathising with readers to
drawing upon personal

experiences, learn how it’s
important to root yourself in

reality to create the most
realistic connections.

Join Holly Smale as she talks
about using emotions to find
her character’s voice and the
importance of ‘burying deep’
to put yourself in someone

else’s shoes.

Get a sneak peek of Chris Riddell’s sketch books as he talks about
his love for illustration and the choices he made when illustrating

Goth Girl, Words To Life Your Life By and J.K. Rowling’s The Tales of
Beedle The Bard.


